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We shape the world as our house, to turn it into our home.
My work strives to point out this and the thinking that l ies

behind, through the image of the house in the col lective mind.
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https://instagram.com/pascalbrateau


Là, ici
_drawing serie_2022_

After Remy Zaugg

(THERE)

A ROOF

FOUR WALLS

A GROUND

(HERE)

pen on paper, 21 x 29,7 cm



moult #4
_drawing_2022_

To bui ld a new world is necessary to end up with old images and

habits, it' s needed to moult, as a starting point to new

possibi l i ties.

From moult, we shape further world .

ink on plexiglass, 78 x 55 x 3 cm



Beyond the micro-world of home, the awareness of the need for

change to inhabit a sustainable world has increased. Principles of

moulting al lows to rid yourself of your old skin, to feel l ike a

young shoot again, free and eager for new discoveries. By

shedding the skin, the individual who sheds aspires to change,

even without knowing yet how he wil l have to adapt.

But if you are too inert or reluctant, you get stuck in the change.

concrete, 50 x 40 x 1 0 cm

moult #3
_sculpture_2021 _



Volumetric improvisations of intuitive formal approaches to

and interrogations of the archetypal image of the house, each

volume was created from remnants of a previously real ised

work in concrete using improvised moulds made from

materials found on site. The focus of the artistic practice is not

the developed work, but the working and construction

process itself.

concrete, variable dimensions

concrete home
_improvisations_from 201 0_



Two half houses, interlocking twins, which support each other,

remind the factory sheds.

The evolution of work towards telework blurs the demarcation

between home and office. The title of the work, home/work,

expresses the apparent opposition between home and work, but

in addition to work at home, homework also means duties, and

this ambiguity reveals the shift in freedoms towards increased

duties and the grip of drudgery that inexorably reduces the field

of possibi l i ties.

production FABRIKculture, Regionale21

wood, 300 x 300 x 300 cm

home/work
_sculpture_2021 _



The instal lation instead of flatland invokes the work of Carl André, who

was the first to put down the vertical characteristic of sculpture. I t is

presented as a simple display of wooden slats placed on the floor, one

against the other, which refers to the notion of two-dimensional ity.

However, some of the strips are partial ly rotated on their edges, which

expresses the passage to three-dimensional ity and creates the image

of the work. This one, the one of house, refers to the al legory of Abbott,

where the protagonist d iscovers a world in 3 dimensions within his own

two-dimensional world , that is to say at home, and asks us to question

our own preconceptions.

wood, 300 x 300 x 6 cm

instead of flatland
_sculpture_2021 _



The project is a research on the passage from a two-

dimensional world to a three-dimensional world ,

inspired by Edward Abbott' s book Flatland (1 884),

where a simple fact happens _a 2-dimensional

square perceives a 3D cube_ al lowing a gl impse of

possible other worlds.

flatland
_project_201 9 - 2022_

flatland #1 serie

_drawing_201 9_

flatland #1 serie

_drawing_201 9_

flatland #2

_sculpture sketch_201 9_



As part of my research on the passage from a two-dimensional

world to a three-dimensional world , inspired by Edward Abbott' s

book Flatland (1 884), flatland#3 appears as a simple fragment of

wal l that opens up in the middle, al lowing a gl impse of possible

worlds. This opening has the typical shape of a house, al luding

as much to the future that we seek to bui ld for ourselves as to the

world from which we emerge.

steel , 70 x 30 x 1 9 cm

flatland #3
_sculpture_2021 _



Flatland symbol ises the transition from one dimension to the

next, from one world to another. I t underl ines that once artists,

comedians and other hucksters were not al lowed to pass

through the city gates, and reminds us that today, despite al l the

difficul ties, refugees wish to take a new step in their l ives and

integrate into a new environment.

Within geographical and historical characteristics of the site, the

artwork testifies to the difficul t but necessary open-mindedness

to bui ld a better world .

publ ic commission, Draussenstadt, Berl in Köppenik

wood, 61 0 x 200 x 300 cm

flatland #4
_sculpture_2021 _



production KUNST RAUM RIEHEN within REGIONALE 21

wood, 392 x 21 8 x 290 cm

flatland #5
_sculpture_2021 _



You can' t understand space unless measuring yourself against it.

wooden school rulers, 30 x 30 x 30 cm

la mesure du monde
_sculpture_2021 _



pen on paper, 55,8 x 38 cm

cita moderna
_drawing_2021 _



The 3 ages of l ife

The house represents the family environment per excel lence.

These three l ittle drawings evoke the castrating potential of the

house at the three ages of l ife. In chi ldhood, al though a l ittle

stifl ing, the house remains an open door to the world . In

adulthood, the new family begins to close in on itself, observing

the world from its window. In old age, the world has turned in on

itself, everything happens inside.

tryptic

acryl ic on paper, 21 x 29,7 cm each

die drei Lebensal ter
_drawings_2021 _



The art instal lation, an absurd object, attempting to instal l a third

level , yet practical ly impracticable for lack of sufficient height,

questions its own status, offering an elevated view in al l d irections,

notably towards the back room of the gal lery. The extension of the

staircase provokes the desire to cl imb. In doing so, one wonders

where are we going? why are we going up there? Is it real ly stable? I

wanted the work of art to be a kind of metaphor for our society, in

which we always want to go higher! But Icarus burnt his wings, the

Tower of Babel fel l , and here we hit our heads if we are not careful .

supported by french institut Berl in , Grand-Est region

production aquabitArt gal lery Berl in

wood, ca. 306 x 306 x 320 cm

Betreten auf eigene Gefahr
_in-situ instal lation_2020_



The artwork l inks the mental image of family home

with the real ities of urban mobil ity.The material

used, concrete, shows the harshness of social

real ity, whi le the strings underl ine the remoteness

and vulnerabi l i ty of human relationships,

especial ly as a number of threads seems to be

missing.

production galerie379, Nancy France

white concrete, string, ca. 35 x 25 x 1 1 5 cm

point commun
_sculpture_2020_



Several fi l i form houses suggest a kind of animal , spider or octopus,

which seems to expand over. Evocation of the wild and gal loping

growth of urbanisation, which nevertheless sti l l retains a fragi le aspect,

defenceless against the first of the disruptions. . . the city nibbles, gains

ground, l ike a gigantic monster. . . . but it is vulnerable, especial ly as it is

dangerous.

This work was inspired by Chengdu in China, which appears to me as a

constantly growing l iving organism, but it appears as a metaphor for

any megalopol is in the world . I t aims to i l lustrate that animal ity has not

disappeared with the advent of our urban societies, and that wildness

remains one of the main aspects of the process of change and

progress.

iron wire, ca. 21 0 x 225 x 1 50 cm

sprawl ing city
_sculpture_2020_



Schnitt A-E is a sculpture which at first glance appears to be a

massive monol ith in the shape of a sl iced house, a deep black

"sl ice of l ife" in opposition to the other sides of an non-

homogeneous white. However, this sl ice does not exist. I t is a

void.

wood, paint, plaster, 31 x 1 3,5 x 51 ,5 cm

Schnitt A-E
_sculpture_2020_



The feel ing of freedom is not so simple as it seems, special ly

after the lockout induced by covid crisis. We feel unsure about

what's next, and we always want to check how far from home we

are.

ruler, nai ls, magnet, ca. 85 x 20 x 3 cm

how far from home
_ready-made_2020_



As the modern society grows up, houses are rushing to the sky. But it may be

more about permanence than novelty. As the myth of Babel teaches us, men

want to reach the sky. In Chinese Sichuan too, Qiang people have been bui ld ing

towers for mil lennia. I f they never do it to pretend access the sky, they were

already high enough in the mountains to cal l themselves people above the

clouds. From first l iving houses to today's skyscrapers, the main driving and

symbol ic idea may be to break through the clouds. The "cloud" is also seen as a

new space in the era of communication, accessible from anywhere, a seemingly

shared space which we l ive more and more, through a screen, each erecting its

own virtual ivory tower.

collection A4 Art Museum, Chengdu, China

white concrete, polycarbonate, ca. 250 x 250 x 57 cm

above the clouds
_instal lation_201 9_



In an increasingly connected world , we are always afraid of each

other. . . we erect protections without regard for our

surroundings. . .The repetitive gesture that shapes the work

denounces the brutal ity of attachment to the land, this way of

inhabiting the world by appropriating it.

metal sheet, nai ls, ca. 34 x 23,5 x 9 cm

territory2 #3
_sculpture_201 9_



territory2 #2 [earth on hands]
_sculpture_201 8_

nai ls on golden wood, 40 x 30 x 9 cm



drawing-sculpture inspired by the "casa dos bicos" (house of

points) along the river Tage in Lisbonn (Portugal ).

cardboard, pins, , 1 01 ,5 x 70,5 x 0,7 cm

territory2 #1 [casa dos bicos]
_sculpture_201 5_



With contamination, the house soaks in the black l iquid of

knowledge, is gradual ly impregnated, is more and more

inhabited by the mil ieu in which it is immersed. The

interaction interior / exterior is ceaseless. "The interiority

would be, properly, a closed matter."

wood, metal , ink, 50 x 50 x 1 0 cm

contamination
_sculpture_201 9_



The dematerial isation of a cube gives a gl impse of the

architectural figure of a house. Made for the centenary of the

Bauhaus in Berl in , the sculpture evokes the Bauhaus process

through its constructive mode using industrial profi les to

produce the module, but this is only repeated on a few

occurrences. The lack of a certain number of edges reduces

the original structure of the cube but brings out the resi l ient

outl ine of a traditional house, which can suggest the revival

of this si lhouette in contemporary architecture in recent

years as much as the persistence of this model in vernacular

architecture through the ages and in the col lective mind;

steel , 447 x 31 0 x 228 cm

quadrat
_sculpture_201 9_



The instal lation highl ights the way, in every sense of the

word, that can lead us further, but seems here to lead

nowhere.

The work emerges from the path and takes over the entire

of it, to evoke the essence of the place.

I t metaphorical ly erects a passage towards an “elsewhere”,

and affirms a place, a “here”, by the symbol ic form which it

leaves hol low: the house.

concrete slabs, 300 x 300 x 4 cm

reminiscence [way through #2]
_in-situ instal lation_201 8_



POSE AND EXPOSURE

The artist creates by his action more than by shaping

materials and detai ls. What sounds so symbol ic reveals itself

as an extraordinari ly direct and simple approach. The artwork

integrates into the given structures of the place. I t acts with an

ordinary restrained material , an almost inconspicuous and

invisible material . This one is barely processed by any original

artistic treatment. The work is solely based on the laying of

the artistic material , so that it seems almost fragi le and

unstable.

Martin Schönfeld (extract)

Publ ic commission Bezirksamt Berl in Treptow Köpenick

concrete slabs , 300 x 300 x 90 cm

way through #1
_in situ instal lation_201 8_



my homes
_instal lation_201 8_

My homes questions the relationship of this mid-place with the other places previously invested by the artist. I t orients

and disorients in the same movement, d isturbing the l ine of border between one side and the other. The artist, by

sharing his experience, proclaims that the world belongs to us as far as we travel it, so that it does not belong to

anyone. My homes natural ly symbol ize the question of the migrant, which are from al l times passing, not without

danger, from an old home to a new home. The golden color evokes the "richness" of each place: "Which one is closer

to my heart?"

production HELICOOP within art biennale " le sentier des passeurs"

wood, ca. 250 x 70 cm



A transparent skeleton of three houses intertwined, explore the question of

the horizon, the relationship to heaven and earth. The scale ratio is

ambiguous. The question of proportion, mathematical relation and scale,

raises the idea of the end, the after; it may not be indestructible, it' s seems to

be fragi l .

There is no orientation. One of the two axes of symmetry is on the longest

wood piece, the master piece, whi le the other is exactly on nothing, on the

empty interval , which is a kind of breathing or elevation.

production weisser elefant gal lery and Bezirksamt Mitte von Berl in ,

Fachbereich Kunst & Kultur

wood, 240 x 1 44 x 1 59 cm

zwischen Himmel und Erde
_sculpture_201 7_



Symbol ic element of the school and the chi ldhood, the milk

carton is a brick!

The instal lation tel ls the relationship of the chi ld with his school ,

where he spends most of his time, and where it gulps down

every day the element essential to its growth: the milk. A few

days after the construction, the chi ldren reinvest “the work” to

deconstruct it to drink the milk, what resul t in the consumption of

the house.

with Aurélie Pertusot

production nursery school Colette in Beuvry, DRAC

pack of milk, ca. 50 x 50 x 1 35 cm

la maison bue
_instal lation_201 6_



Texts extracts speaking about house choosen by l ibrarians serve as

support to chi ldren to draw these houses. We then reinterpreted the

drawings directly in books with fluorescent ink, invisible to the naked eye.

The original chi ldren drawings are gathered in a casket: the catalog,

avai lable for consultation in the l ibrary. I t expl icitly makes reference to the

col lection: the invisible drawings inside each book. When lending of one

of them, a smal l u l traviolet lamp is lent with the book.

with Aurélie Pertusot

collection mediathèque Les Lumières Lapugnoy

books, chi ldren's drawings, fluorescent ink, variable dimensions

la maison des l ivres
_in-situ drawing_201 6_



Square drawings on stacked glass panels give the image of a

typical house trapped in the glass. The glass transparency,

because of the stackness, make room of a kind of fogg, letting us

know that claimed transparency (which was claimed by russian

pol itical head Gorbatchev as glasnost) is not al lways so clear.

g lass, fel t pen drawing, 24 x 24 x 24 cm

glasnost
_sculpture_201 5_



Home-made 3D print, vertical city is a pi le of polypropylene

sheets cut and assembled manual ly. Every sl ice attracts and

reflects the l ight and the overal l piece shows the myriad of level .

I t repepresents an accumulation of identical houses pi led up one

on the others, each new upper storey, which overcrushes the

lower one, contain ing houses twice the sizes of the floor below.

nominated to the. art prize NEUKÖLLNER KUNSTPREIS 2018

nominated to the 7. art prize ART-FIGURA 2017

polypropylene, 1 6 x 1 6 x 51 cm

vertical city
_sculpture_201 5_



The instal lation displays multiple l ines, strengthened by those

created by the shadows and travel a portion of a possible

emersion, not far from the real plan of the buried river.

According to the movement of the observer, l ines seem to move

and to become confused, givng the feel ing of movement of the

water. The set, black, cal ls back the dark side of certain situations

and takes the shape of a rangy housing environment off the scale

which questions the relationship nature / culture.

production CRANE-LAB

painted wood, 2400 x 300 x 50 cm

riverside
_instal lation_201 5_



kein Wohnung aber Kunst (art but no housing), emerges under a

bridge in Neuköl ln , Berl in , within the contemporary art festival

"48 STUNDEN NEUKÖLLN" (more than 600 events in one week-

end). I t takes the shape of a house while it affirms by its

material ity that it is art…

Project off real ised within contemporary art festival 48 STUNDEN

NEUKÖLLN 201 5, Kunst rettet die Welt / art save the world

official tape of the festival , 200 x 200 cm

kein Wohnung aber Kunst
_instal lation_201 5_



within an atel ier opening, the artist bui lds his environment to be

observed .. .

Project real ised within contemporary art festival 48 STUNDEN

NEUKÖLLN 201 5, Kunst rettet die Welt / art save the world

wood, 300 x 300 x 300 cm

studio birdcage
_instal lation_201 5_



Minimal ist sculpture, TOSOTW evokes the concepts of

identity and otherness and tries to show the strange

feel ing fel t by the artist _everything is the same while

being opposite. I t is a simple structure of identical wood

that brings into play the unity and the whole. The wood is

stacked to form a cube from which emerges the shape of a

house upside down. The design is very rigorous, but the

execution, made of raw wood and without taking

measurements, gives an impression of uncontrol led rigor,

with "errors" or "deviations" that make the sculpture

almost sensual .

permanent instalation, Takamori

wood, 396 x 396 x 402 cm

the other side of the world
_sculpture_201 4_



Looking for volume is a very ephemeral work, made out of

paper, very del icate, which existed only for 3 days in a very old

bui ld ing which isn’t used anymore for its original purpose, an old

sake factory, but instead as a gal lery. I t is about use (a house is a

house, a bui ld ing is above al l a shelter), time (the long time of

the bui ld ing versus the short time of the instal lation) and culture

(sake, paper. . . )

production Sakagura Gal lery and ARTIST IN ASO COMMITTEE

Sakagura Gal lery, Uchinomaki, Aso-City, Japan

paper, cedar wood, 304 x 304 x 462 cm

looking for volume
_instal lation_201 4_



The first house is the body, so it is nomadic. This ambiguity I tried

to exalt with the performance turtle, which seeks to show this

ambivalent character, and in which I enclose the space and locks

me in a mini-house-shel l , which opens as much the possibi l i ty of

nomadism than of immobil ity.

Dwel l , i t' s worth the trip!

production Kumamoto prefecture, Art-Plex festival and ARTIST IN

ASO COMMITTEE

cardboard, tape, knife, 1 6 min

turtle
_performance [video]_201 4_



inside/out, is made with paint. I t’s a flat volume made on the

wal ls in front of the studio, a kind of anamorphosis in the way of

Fel ice Varin i , which seems to del imit an outside and an inside

without real ly succeeding. I t' s an unclear game on notions l ike

inside/outside, border, nature and culture. . .

created for genesis 5 exibition, 201 4

permanent installation, Earth Art Museum, Takamori

paint, 260 x 285 x 323 cm

inside / out
_wal l -painting_201 4_



Between geometric abstraction and the tangible

form of a house, the artwork displays a simple

structure which deals with the unity and the whole.

A single piece of wood is stacked to form a cube.

Yet, the shift in the vertical arrangement reveals the

basic volume of a typical house, which arises in the

midst of the recent architectural mutations on the

site. This one, however, l ike a ghost, remains

inaccessible, almost transparent and evanescent; it

vibrates in the air, ready to disappear again.

permanent installation, Carquefou

wood, 300 x 300 x 350 cm

resurgence
_sculpture_201 4_



3 emblematics books about contemporary architectural

th inking are systematicly scratched off, except the word

"maison" (house) and the count of these ones are l isted on

cover.

Architect' s houses is also an attempt to inhabit an

intel lectual landscape.

books, variable dimensions

architect' s houses
_scratched books_201 3_



production GALERIE ARTOTHEQUE 379

wood, 442 x 1 1 8 x 6 cm

attention maison #3
_instal lation_201 3_



In the garden of the gal lery, where speculation could have take

over of it, the instal lation write the word "MAISON" (house), as if

the word was the thing.

production GALERIE ARTOTHEQUE 379

wood, 900 x 300 x 6 cm

attention maison #2
_instal lation_201 3_



Kind of drawing-sculpture made with dri l l in black paper mat.

These drawings with holes as l ines show a crying house, there is

some suffering but also violence, un-inhabitabi l i ty, an here and

an on the other side.. . the fabrication of the sculptures-drawings

had also been an act of violence (violence against paper,

violence against and from the artist).

production galerie 379 editions, Nancy (Fr)

variable edition of 20, each unique, numbered, 1 3 x 1 1 cm each

exTRAIT
_drawing-sculpture_201 3_



Pustule is a pirate's intervention in urban environment under the

staircase's bridge of the Saint Charles train station in Marsei l le,

France. Concrete sculpture as a shape of house, it emerges

sl ightly from the wal l , such a parasite and pays tribute to those

who sleep in these makeshift shelters. I t cl ings to the wal l and

comes to perturb by its improper presence this stopping-off

spot, place of the meantime.

production La Chambre Claire, MP1 3 OFF

concrete, 1 20 x 75 x 25 cm

pustule
_instal lation_201 3_



"How not to see then that the notion of inhabited connects the

thought and the space, as the work récit-pro-cité shows it without

ambiguity? (. . . ) The whole is formal ly similar to a house, where

the title of the book, Memories of an Architect, can be read. The

association of ideas is obvious. ( . . . ) The book also turns into mass,

it becomes matter. But this additional matter gives the form and

al l i ts meaning to the sculpture." A G

production ERGASTULE

1 2 exemplars

concrete, book, 1 8 x 20,5 x 30,5 cm

récit-pro-cité
_sculpture_201 2_



The work plays with the idea of a house and its fence. The house

consists indeed here only of its own fence, which makes any

access inside impossible. I t is a fence which even does'nt al low

its own owner to pass. I t seems open and transparent, but it is

actual ly closed and inaccessible. This work shows the violence

hidden from our houses, in the way in which Mike Davis shows

the mil itarization of the social l ife through security measures (for

example in Beyond Blade Runner : urban control , the ecology of

fair).

5 exemplar + 2 AE

toothpick, 7 x 7 x 7 cm

pal ito's house
_sculpture_201 2_



Miniature repl icas of selected bui ld ings, implanted

opposite them, the 3 sculptures try to change the gaze on

them. These house emblems draw the eye to the house

while underl in ing that it is a bui ld ing with a remarkable

architecture. But, apart from a few people, these bui ld ings

are only seen from the outside, from the road, and their

interior remains mysterious, as inexistent or ful l…

production Re-Affect asbl , Cultural ité asbl , Centre Culturel

du Brabant Wal lon and the city of Ramil l ies (Be)

permanent installation, Ramil l ies.

concrete, bricks, crushed stones,

ca. 1 70 x 40 x 40 cm

attention maison
_sculptures_201 2_



Identical stacked wooden sticks (except dark or clear colour) are

becoming two styl ised houses symetrical ly interlocked around

the void ; it' s a pal indrome.

The picture can turnover, but the situation stays the same.

More specifical ly, we can observe a kinetic graphic work, a

«precise, simple and sophisticated object»*, a «poetical structure

as fragi le as complex».

production maison de l 'architecture de lorraine

wood, 1 48 x 1 48 x 256 cm

vanité
_sculpture_201 2_



code-barre (bar-code) is based on the movement : when we turns al l

around, a game of visual rhythms is set up reveal ing an empty shape

through the structure.

This shape cal ls back tirelessly the house, transformed into object of

desire because impalpable and inaccessible. What to think of the work of

an architect who, as artist, stages empty and inaccessible houses, and tries

hard to blur in the spirits the image of the house ? Maybe the answer is in

the title of the sculpture: I see in it an act of resistance re-specifying that

the house is not a consumer good, that it cannot exist houses-catalogs, but

stays an intimate and self-appropriated nest."

production maison de l 'architecture de lorraine

wood, 392 x 21 8 x 290 cm

code-barre
_sculpture_201 2_



Dense construction of wooden pickets evoking the mussel beds

of saint Brieuc's bay, the work, having the shape of a archetypical

house, paradoxical ly almost impalpable, is only approachable by

the look and the dream.

production Saint Brieux museum de la briqueterie

permanent installation at Grand-Pré park, Langueux

wood, 222 x 1 86 x 250 cm

traum,A
_sculpture_201 1 _



si l icon, 7 x 4,7 x 8 cm

si l icon house #1
_sculpture_201 1 _



Based on the contrast between minimal ism of the l ine and infin ite

repetition in the mirror, the work reflects the impression of Berl in

construction speed. A city seems in the middle of a hol low from almost

nothing.

A vertical thread in the center of two mirrors face to face reflect

endlessly what the spectator cannot see from front : drawings formed

by the l ine overlap, and form the mess of a city, evoking the ceaseless

urban upheaval of Berl in , where the "bui lded" emerges suddenly

instead of void. We can not control l i t, i t is organic, al lmost al ive.

with Aurélie Pertusot

collection Musée des Beaux-ars Nancy

wood, mirrors, nylon thread, wool , 1 9 x 44 x 1 38 cm

la vi l le visible
_sculpture_201 0_



A garden's house in newspapers slowly underwent the stigmas

of time and weather, and gradual ly changed aspect throughout

the exhibition (6 months), miming the l ife cycle of these huts,

which appear in a spontaneous way in a garden or to the bend

of a path and end to col lapse.

The publ ic can' t enter it physical ly but reaches it mental ly, by

fol lowing the stories which it tel ls by its material of words and

images, by its dialogue with the landscape and the time, which

cal l the imagination.

production biennale en dehors des sentiers battus, Laxou

newspapers, 280 x 1 90 x 300 cm

une vie de calougeotte
_instal lation_2009-1 0_
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